Solution Brief

SAP® Enable Now
Document Conversion

Abreon’s Enable Now Vacuum Services

Key Benefits

Challenge

• Ensure Success with

As organizations undergo digital transformations, their people are constantly having to

Current-State Analysis

• Migrate the Right Content
in Order of Priority

• Ensure Content is Accurate
and Up-To-Date

• Support the Change with

End-User Communications

adapt to new business processes. SAP Enable Now provides a single, comprehensive tool
to help create, maintain, and deliver performance support, learning material, and
documentation content—providing your employees with the knowledge they need to
succeed exactly where and when they need it.
Transitioning to SAP Enable Now has the advantages of advanced, relevant functionality
and increased flexibility with SAP solutions. However, many companies have a significant
amount of eLearning content created in other systems, such as Ancile uPerform, that
must be migrated over to SAP Enable Now to avoid having to spend time and money
recreating the existing content.

Solution
Abreon provides end-to-end support to organizations implementing SAP Enable Now
and has been named the preferred SAP partner providing content conversion services.
Abreon's Enable Now Conversion offering is a turnkey solution for customers migrating
from Ancile uPerform and Oracle UPK to SAP Enable Now.
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To start the transition, Abreon’s experts team with organizations to conduct planning,
analysis, and design around the implementation of SAP Enable Now. Our consultants
provide guidance and develop a design document for options, configurations, and

Abreon Capabilities

customizations of SAP Enable Now based upon best practices and the requirements of

• Organizational Change

each business. Abreon’s team develops a governance plan, style guide, and standards.

• Training & Knowledge

Abreon’s team builds an assessment of the existing content to confirm uPerform doc-

Management (OCM)
Transfer

• Learning Content
Development

uments are accurate and up-to-date. We help to set a priority for converting uPerform
documents based on frequency of use, performance gaps, impacted audiences and
business functions, and more.

• Communication Strategy
• Executive Alignment
• Process Documentation
• End-User Enablement
- Microlearning
- Performance Support

• Localization & Translation

The conversion process includes rebuilding the uPerform site hierarchy into the new SAP
Enable Now library. Automated and manual updates are performed to confirm uPerform
and non-uPerform files are successfully published in the library. Extensive eLearning
courses are redeveloped in the Enable Now tool.
Abreon supports each organization with branded communications to their uPerform
and UPK users around the value of SAP Enable Now, why it is replacing these existing

• Social Learning & Online

systems, and what users can expect from the change.

• Performance Improvement

Results

Communities

With SAP Enable Now’s advanced performance support and training capabilities, organizations can improve productivity, user adoption, and the end-user experience—resulting in lower costs, increased compliance, and a higher-performing workforce. Teaming
with Abreon speeds the time to success, improving employee competence and confidence by helping people develop the skills they need to master the change.
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